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Preparing Image 

1) I use a thick white slip and thin it for slip trailing.  

2) I use the thick slip for making broader brushstrokes on newsprint. The recipe for Jason Burnett’s White slip is 

below. It is versatile on a range of clay bodies but you can make slip with the clay you are using. 

3) Add colorant, either mason stain or oxide. You may also add Speedball transparent extender base developed for 

screen printing. It prevents the slip from flaking off of newsprint after your image has dried. Only add extender 

to the amount of slip you intend to use within several days as it seems to be organic and will grow mold 

eventually. 

4) To draw lines I use slip trailer bottles you can get at Carolina Clay. When you prepare the bottle make sure there 

are no lumps in the slip by sieving the slip through a tea strainer. 

5) Draw image on newsprint. Extender base will allow you to store images for future use. Otherwise, apply the 

image to your greenware as soon as it is dry enough. 

6) Let image dry until it loses sheen. If slip is thick, let dry a little longer to prevent smearing. 

Transferring Image 

1) Images are transferred to leather hard greenware. You can either apply the image directly to the clay or apply a 

layer of slip to clay body and then apply the image. You can apply multiple layers of slip. Just make sure the last 

layer is dry so it won’t smudge.  

2) Either spray the clay body with water or apply slip. For slip, wait until slip dries and loses its sheen to avoid 

smears. 

3) Spray newsprint image on both sides with water and wait a few minutes for slip to moisturize. 

4) Apply newsprint to clay body. Pat down with fingers, wait about 10 minutes and then use a red rib to smooth 

out wrinkles. You cannot move the paper after it is applied without smudging the image. Let the piece stand for 

several minutes to allow slip to become absorbed into clay body. 

5) Rewet paper if it has dried out and use red rib to transfer image to clay.  

6) Slowly lift paper from clay body. If slip does not completely transfer, lay paper back down and use rib to rub 

across paper and help with transfer. 

7) It is best to cover and let slab or piece stand overnight so that slip is absorbed into clay body and will not 

smudge. Then make your piece. 

Jason Burnett’s White Slip 

Any slip recipe will work but this one is versatile and is compatible with most clay bodies. I mix it thick because it is 

easier to add water than to remove it. Just add colorant to a small batch until you get the color you want. 

EPK 2500 gms 5.000 

OM4 2500 gms 5.000 

Flint 2000 gms 4.000 

Frit 3124 1800 gms 3.600 

Zircopax   500 gms 1.000 

 


